Introduction

22
Background and Scope
23
The sea scallop (Placopecten magellanicus) fishery in the US EEZ (Exclusive Economic visual system the input video feed is split into several feature streams. Locations in these 
where is the center-surround operator that takes pixel-wise differences between resized 102 sub-streams to exposes those mismatches, c and s are indices for two different spatial scales
103
with c ∈ {2, 3, 4}, s = c + δ, for δ ∈ {3, 4}. Similarly center-surround feature maps are computed for each sub-stream in color and orientation streams.
105
The seven sub-streams (two in color, one in intensity and four in orientation), yield 42 106 center-surround feature maps. The center-surround feature maps in each original stream
107
(color, intensity, and orientation) are then combined into three conspicuity maps: one for 108 colorC, one for intensityĪ, and one for orientationŌ. For instance, the intensity 109 conspicuity map is computed as below. 
where the ⊕ cross-scale operator works in a fashion similar to , but the difference being 111 that data in the resized maps from different scales is pixel-wise added. The map 
where wk is a user-selected stream weight. In Bottom-Up Visual Attention (buva) all streams 116 are weighted equally, so wĪ = wC = wŌ = 1. On this saliency map, a winner-takes-all neural 117 network is typically used (Itti et al. 1998; Walther and Koch 2006) to compute the maxima
118
(without loss of generality, any other methods to compute maxima can be used). Visual 119 attention methods call these local maxima as fixations, which lead to shifts in the focus of 120 attention to these points. Visual attention explains focus of attention as sub-sampled regions 121 in the image which the brain processes preferentially at some instant of time.
122
The weights in (2) and (3) can be selected judiciously to bias fixations toward specific 
where N m is the number of feature (or conspicuity) maps, and
where N is the number of images in the learning set, N rT and N rD are the number of targets
128
(scallops) and distractors (similar objects) in the r-th learning image, P uvTz is the mean 129 salience value of the region around the v-th map containing the z-th target (T ) in the u-th
130
image. P uvDz is similarly defined for distractors (D).
131
Vision-based Detection of Marine Creatures
132
There have been attempts to count marine species using stationary underwater 
135
However, counting sedentary and sea-floor inhabiting animals like scallops does not come 136 under the purview of these methods, since background subtraction is inherently challenging.
137
In some setups, like those used for zooplankton assessment (Stelzer 2009 sea scallops using position data logged (using Doppler Velocity Log (dvl) and Inertial
213
Navigation System (ins)) with each image.
214
Field Survey Process
215
In the 2011 demonstration survey, the federal inshore scallop grounds from Shinnecock, New estimates.
242
The mobile platform of the auv provided a more expansive and continuous coverage of Optode dissolved oxygen sensor; (8) a temperature and density sensor; and, (9) an altimeter.
257
Each sensor separately records time and spatially stamped data with frequency and spacing.
258
The auv is capable of very precise dynamic positioning, adjusting to the variable topography 259 of the seabed while maintaining a constant commanded altitude offset.
260
Data Collection
261
The data was collected over two separate five-day cruises in July 2011. In total, 27 missions 262 were run using the auv to photograph the seafloor (For list of missions see Table 1 ). Mission 263 lengths were constrained by the 2.5 to 3.5 hour battery life of the auv. During each mission,
264
the auv was instructed to follow a constant height of 2 m above the seafloor. In addition to this window, the corresponding fixation is labeled a target, and a distractor otherwise.
315
The target and distractor regions were determined in all the feature and conspicuity 316 maps for each one of these processed images in the learning set. This is done by adaptively regions from the feature maps and conspicuity maps is used to compute the top-down 320 weights for feature maps and conspicuity maps, respectively, using (4).
321
The resulting top-down conspicuity map weights are wĪ = 1.1644, wC = 1.4354 and weights for each center-surround scale w cs for every feature is listed in Table 3 .
327
Testing and Implementation
328
During the testing phase, saliency maps are computed for images in the two datasets shown 329 in Table 4 . The saliency map computation involves using the top-down conspicuity weights 330 given above and the feature map weights of Table 3 in (3) and (2). 
359
The graph-cut segmentation sublayer extracts ten regions in each fixation window, are assigned based on image features, and are computed as follows.
0 , otherwise where X(u) is the spatial coordinates of node u, F (u) is the feature value vector (e.g. The graph's nodes are partitioned into background nodes A, and foreground nodes B.
This partitioning is obtained by solving an optimization problem that minimizes a normalized graph-cut function shown in (5). In other words, the partitioning works through the selection of (minimal) weights w on edges that link nodes background and foreground partitions. The methodology followed here is discussed in detail in Shi and Malik (2000) .
The partitioning process can be applied to cases where k partition blocks, A 1 , . . . , A k , are required, by extending (6) to the objective function
p∈A 1 ,q∈V w(p, q)
The shape extraction sublayer involves the fitting of a circle to a connected contour produced 371 by the graph-cut segmentation sublayer (Figure 8(e) ). The choice of the shape to be fitted is
372
suggested by the geometry of the scallop's shell. Finding the circle that fits best to a given 373 set of points can be formulated as an optimization problem (Taubin 1991; Chernov 2010 ).
374
Given a set of n points with coordinates (x i , y i ) with i = 1, 2, . . . , n, an objective function to 375 be minimized can be defined with respect to three design parameters, (a, b) and R-the 376 center coordinates and the radius of the circle to be fitted-in the form
With this being the basic idea, it is shown (Taubin 1991 ) that a variation of (7) in the form
with the following re-parameterization
yields the same solution for (a, b, R).
378
Once the circle is fit on the contour, the quality of the fit and its acceptance with the 379 manually annotated scallop measurements is quantified. For this quantification, two 380 measures that capture the error in center e c and error percent in radius e r of the fitted circle 381 to that of the manually annotated scallop are defined in (9).
where the annotated scallop is represented by the triple (a g , b g , R g )-coordinates of the 384 center (a g and b g ) and the radius R g . Similarly (a s , b s , R s ) refers to the fitted circle. All 385 measurements here are in pixels.
386
If both the errors are within specified thresholds, the scallop is considered to be 387 successfully detected. The specific thresholds shown in (9) were set empirically, taking into 388 account that the radius measurements in manual counts in (Walker 2013 artifact of the sensing system, they still provide specific information that can be exploited by 398 the classification algorithm.
399
The sensing mechanism in the experimental setup contains a camera at the nose of the 400 auv, and a strobe light close to its tail (mounted to the hull of the control module at an 401 oblique angle to the camera). Objects that rise above the seafloor exhibit a bright region 
Then the distance metric D t quantifying the dissimilarity between the normalized object 479 vector Xō and reference scallop vector X s is given by
where σ k refers to the standard deviation of feature k in the reference scallop profile 481 obtained from the look-up table.
482
To enhance the robustness of the classification layer to small errors in segmentation, value D thresh , the corresponding object is classified as a scallop.
488
The classification layer used a template match threshold value D thresh = 7, justified by This multi-layered detection approach was tested on two separate datasets containing 1 299, 500 and 8 049 images respectively. The results are shown in Table 4 . As ground truth, only 501 scallops that were at least 80 pixels horizontally and 60 pixels vertically away from the image 502 boundaries were used. Scallops that were closer to the image boundaries were excluded as Table 4 shows the number of scallops that filter through each layer of the reported 511 approach, and the respective percentage with respect to the number of (away from 512 boundary) valid ground truth scallops (row 3 of The three-layer automated scallop detection approach discussed here works on feature-poor, differences between them and the work presented here.
534
In related work on scallop detection using underwater imaging (Dawkins et al. 2013 ),
535
reported detection rates are higher, however one needs to stress that the initial imagery data 536 is very different. Specifically, the data sets on which the algorithms (Dawkins et al. 2013) 537 (see also (Dawkins 2011) ) operated on exhibit much more uniform lighting conditions, and 538 higher resolution, brightness, contrast, and color variance between scallops and background 539 (see Figure 13 ). For instance, the color variation between the scallops and background data 
545
The striking differences between the nature and quality of imagery datasets in these 546 two cases render the results technically incomparable. In particular, the detection algorithm 547 reported in this paper relies heavily on the effect of auv strobe lighting on the collected 548 images, that lets scallops cast characteristic shadows which are subsequently used as features.
549
In contrast, such shadows do not appear around the scallops in the dataset of alternative characteristics that the particular dataset offers) the approach described here can be adapted 554 to be applicable to datasets collected using very different hardware.
555
There are advantages in the reported approach compared to the scallop detection also not clear how they would generalize to larger datasets.
564
Comments and Recommendations
565
This work is a first step toward the development of an automated procedure for scallop Figure 13 (c) derived from the dataset used in (Dawkins et al. 2013 ), clearly portrays the distinguishing appearance of the scallop pixels from the rest of the image, making it easily identifiable. The datasets we used did not exhibit any such characteristics (as seen in Figure 13 (f)) to aid the identification of scallops.
partially concealed in its natural environment, and specifically under poor lighting and low 568 contrast conditions. Under such conditions, the performance figures reported are deemed 569 encouraging, but by no means perfect, and there is still room for further improvement.
570
Compared to existing work along this direction, the approach reported in this paper can 571 handle imagery data of much lower quality, and has potential for computational time savings, 572 due to the targeted processing of image regions indicated by visual attention algorithms.
573
Significant improvements in terms of detection and classification accuracy can be 574 expected is in the context of pre-filtering and processing of raw image data. In the current 575 auv setup, limited onboard memory availability makes it difficult to save raw image data and 576 hence the images are compressed to JPEG format before being saved (raw images are much 577 larger in size and contain more color and light information than compressed JPEG images). original, pre-filtered data. These ideas are topics of ongoing and future work.
586
In this implementation, generic off-the-shelf components for segmentation and template 587 matching were used along with some novel problem-specific realization choices. Although 588 there exist some low-level technical challenges associated with these component integration,
589
there is also room for improvement in the implementation of these components themselves, in 590 terms of computational efficiency. In the current implementation, the graph-cut based image 591 segmentation component is taxing in terms of computation time, and this area is where 592 computational improvements are likely to yield the largest pay-off. On the other hand, the 593 overall architecture is modular, in the sense that the segmentation and classification layers of
